Teambuilding
and activities
for companies

2020

18 years of experience
Design and managing of

More than

70 treasure hunts & workshops every

3.000 annual participants in our walking tours

200 agencies & firms trust in us

102 official guides as collaborators, history and art graduated
Member of Barcelona Convention Bureau & Club Cultura de la Agencia Catalana de Turisme

Managing team of 7 professionals in our office

What are
We doing?
Tailor made products cultural and artistic tours based on our
client’s preferences, time and interests; adapted to their
profession and / or subject matter. Official tour guides
specialized in Arts, History, Architecture etc., in continuous
training and with a high level of different languages.
Team building activities for conferences and incentive meetings
We specialize in managing XXL groups. We give solutions
Innovative to manage large groups.

News
ICONO presents a full range of
new activities specially designed
to explore and experience the
city as never before.

New/ Treasure Hunt

Each team will
be assigned a
SEAT 600

We propose a team building powered by Montjuic
Mountain simulating the THE GREAT RACE movie and
inspiring us in the old 24h race of Montjuic
We will divide the group into different teams. According to the
total number of participants we will make one or more times
around the mountain in relay format so that all participants can go
up to 600. At every turn there will be a different driver

Maximum groups of 100 participants

New / treasure hunt
What does a pirate ship have to do with
your company?
Tibitop is an activity that breaks with the molds of
team building and becomes a daring, dynamic and
energetic proposal that will bring out the child that
we all have inside.
Discover the links between the a2ractions of the
park and the values of your company and
propose to your team an innovative and exciting
activity that will be remembered for a long time.

Te
att
✓✓

tours & guided visits

Discover our version of
the Trivial in Sitges !!!
The group is divided into teams that
are accompanied by an official
guide. During the visit there will be 6
essential stops. In each of them, the
guides will ask a test question
related to a color of Trivial cheese.

NEW
/ Personal
Growthcrecimiento
Workshop
Nuevo
/ Taller

personal

New / workshop

Painting a picture is not easy. Copy a Miró, Dalí or
Picasso even less ... Imagine if you cannot see the
original!
Contemporary Action Painting is a very participatory
artistic workshop where dynamism, memory, and
teamwork will be key to achieving the goal.
An ideal team building activity to perform in indoor spaces as a
complement to a convention or business day.

New / tour

A walk from the heights to discover the old part
of the city from the top of three of the oldest
basilicas in the city.
Climb steps of more than 600 years of history
and crown the bell towers to see 360º views of
Barcelona.
Bell Towers of Barcelona is an ideal walking tour
to get to know the Gothic
Quarter from the feet to the head.

New / activity / tour

Barcelona has the ideal measure to
discover it by bicycle. And if it's
electric, it's even better.
The Trivial e-‐bikeis a super activity that
encompasses the most sought-‐aGer
qualities: it is active, includes the
highlights of the city and is a team
building.

Expert monitors in e-‐bike design the best routes for teams
and oﬃcial guides are responsible for explanations and
the game that follows the format of the trivial: 6
questions and tests to solve to ﬁll the cheese wedges.
Success is assured.

new / tour

We invite you to discover the least
known and most intimate Gaudí.
Casa Vicens (1883-1885).This is the first
project of the young architect, his
manifesto. A summer house where nature
goes inside its interior.
Torre Bellesguard (1900-1909). A neoGothic building where you can also
enjoy a glass of cava.

Pabellones Güell (1884-1887). Sheds in an
orientalist style located in the Pedralbes
neighborhood.

new / tour

Do you really know Montserrat?
The majestic massif hides wonders like
the small Monastery of Sta. Cecilia
where we can admire the
intervention of Sean Scully, as well as
the Santa Cueva and much more!

Colonia Güell is located in Sta.
Coloma de Cervellò. Gaudí projects
this industrial colony with houses for
the workers and a splendid crypt for
his client and friend Eusebi Güell.

offers…

tours & guided visits

dramatized tours
workshops
treasure hunt

special events
other activities

tours & guided visits

A teambuilding designed based on the
original Trivial Game.

A walking through the Gothic Quarter. The
group will be divided into groups and with the
help of an official guide they will complete a
route with 6 stops. In every stop, the guides will
ask a question or test related with a Trivial
colour: Sports, history, fashion... always about
Barcelona. If the answer is correct, the group
will win 2 points and one wedge ("quesito").
There will be also some extra point to avoid a
tie
At the end of the route, the guides will count
the points and decide the winner team.

tours & guided visits
Walking tour of the Gothic Quarter and the Born inspired
by the traditional game of Trivial. We will also make
several stops in downtown restaurants to sample some
tapas, thus replacing the lunch or dinner.
The group will be divided into teams with an official
guide. During the visit, the guides will make 6 questionstests related to a colour of the wedges.
They will be initiated in the Spanish cuisine, tasting dishes
and local products, especially the products of typical
Catalan cuisine, etc. All groups will go through the same
restaurants but at different times to not match at a time,
except at the last stop.
At the end of the activity is proposed that the teams will
come together in the last restaurant to sample the tapas
together, and so meet to assess the results and see who
the winner is.

tours & guided visits

BARCELONA DE

NEW!!!
Ipad support during
the tour also
available !!

Barcelona Movie walking tour finds the locations
where different movie scenes have been shot,
being Barcelona has the main scenario: “All
about my mother”, “Salvador”, “L’Auberge
Espagnole”, “Vicky, Cristina, Barcelona” or even
when the city has been used to recreate other
atmospheres, like in “The Shanghai Spell” and
“The Perfume”.
The tour combines touristic interest spots with the
plot of the so well known movies, introducing
anecdotes about the actors, directors, the
shooting…. all supported with pictures of the
locations, the scenes of the movies, etc.

visit & guided tour

The itinerary begins in the Boqueria market, a
fabulous experience for all the senses. Just
browse around and enjoy the sights, sounds and
smells of choosing, talking about, buying, tasting
and just plain feasting your eyes on an
incredible multi-coloured bonanza of exotic
fruits, vegetables, fish, meat laid out before you.
From there we will wander around the Gothic
Quarter admiring the most reputable gourmet
shops. After that we will cross Via Laietana to
get inside the newly open Santa Caterina
Market, where one can admire the shapes and
colors of our food. The star of the new Santa
Caterina market is the flying carpet roof;
flamboyant masterpiece designed by Enric
Miralles and Benedetta Tagliabue, and a
refreshing sign that not every architect in
Barcelona since Gaudi has forgotten how
pleasing to the eye a curved line really is. Inside
the Santa Catarina Market you can find over a
hundred market stalls and many restaurants.

Smell &
Taste !!

tours & guided visits

H i d d e n
Treasures
- of Barcelona -

Tired of tourists and lines everywhere?
Barcelona has many secrets to discover.
ICONO presents a brand new tour outside
the traditional circuit. You will find the most
hidden secrets of the Gothic District and the
best “mirador”, the most private Gaudí and
the ancient sweets in the city, some Art
Nouveau jewels and you can even take a
drink in a roman cave.
The tour will be planned on different choices
depending on the schedule and the number
of participants; also, to reach some spots
might require to be in a good shape..As
always, the tour is designed according to
your needs and interests!

Discover a more relaxed, full of history, art,
anecdotes, and, of course, secret Barcelona.

tours & guided visits

:2000 years of history
This tour is a fantastic introduction
to the city and its ambivalences
(old/modern or traditional /
revolutionary, etc.). After this
panoramic approach to the most
representative locations of
Barcelona, you will be ready to
make your own choices of what
you want to explore in detail on
your own.

:

Panoramic views of old and contemporary cultural city sites
Montjuïc (with great views of the waterfront)
The Olympic Stadium
Barcelona Cathedral and its beautiful cloister
The Ramblas (Barcelona's most famous street full of souvenir
shops, cafes and environment)
❖ Paseo de Gracia, where you can admire some of the most
important modernist facades as Casa Batllo and Pedrera
❖ Eventually the tour will end with a guided visit to La Sagrada
Famlia
❖
❖
❖
❖

Transport is required for this tour and it includes picture,
taking stops and short walking stops

tours & guided visits

Modernist

This tour includes interesting landmarks of
some of the most prestigious and
representative architects of Catalan
Modernism: Puig I Cadafalch, Domenech i
Montaner and Gaudi (such as the Casa
Milà or Casa Batlló).

designs
colors
Much of the environmental charm of
Barcelona is defined by its modernist
originality: a city full of light, color and
harmony. Depending on the time and
the period of the year to observe the
colors of the different architectures
depending on time of year or time of
day causes an indefinable aesthetic
feeling.

The tour will continue with a full explanation
of th e S a g ra d a F a m i l ia f a ca d e s .
Afterwards, the participants will have the
chance to enjoy an open air work of art:
the Parc Guell. In the mean time, the group
would be introduce to a unique urban
plan called “the Eixample” by Cerdà, a
revolutionary grid plan focused on: natural
lighting, ventilation, effective
waste
disposal, etc.

* Optional entrance to a modernist building.

tours & guided visits

Stories and legends of the

Gothic Quarter
Do you really want to know what happened in
old Barcelona?
Legends, traditions, stories passed down from
generation to generation that will guide us on this
journey through the Gothic Quarter

The tour will show visitors how ancestors
lived, the origin of the city, the respectful
coexistence of different religions, their
social life and their relations with this
quarter.

tours & guided visits

Montjuïc Tour
History, Culture and Emotion
The tour begins at Plaza de
España with an amazing
view of the Neptune´s
monument. From this
location you are also able
to see María Cristina´s
Avenue dominated by 2
venitians towers. These
towers of 47 m tall each
are leading the way to the
MNAC, one of Catalonia's
finest museums.

Montjüic tour will take you to
the Poble Espanyol
(optional), an open-air
museum built up in 1929 for
Barcelona´s international
Exhibition. Poble espanyol is
a show case of the different
towns of the country and its
singular architecture.built in
order to last 6 months is still
remaining as a museum

Afterwards you walk
around the Olympic
Ring, main site for the
1992 Olympic Games.
This complex
contents :the Olympic
Stadium, Palau Sant
Jordi sports hall,
Picornell swimming
arena, National Physical
Education Institute
(INEFC) and Santiago
Calatrava
telecommunications
tower.

Find the pictorical
legacy of Joan Miró,
in his foundation
create to promote
contemporary art.
The building,
designed by Josep
Lluís Sert, is an openplan structure
inspired by
traditional
Mediterranean styles
that achieves a
perfect balance
between
architecture and
landscape.
(Optional visit)

The tour will take you now
to Montjuïc castle, a
fortress built up in 1751
which played several
roles along its life, built up
not only to protect but
also to attack enemies

Finally, the visit comes to
its end so get ready for
the last adventure
because it ´s time to
cross from Montjüic hill to
the port of Barcelona in
a cable car! Fun will be
guaranteed! (optional)

tours & guided visits

1900,The
bohemian
Barcelona
This is a very special tour, as it combines arts,
history, society and stories related to 1900’s
Barcelona, the city that Picasso found when he
moved to Barcelona with his family

Art galleries, modernist art, artists and intellectuals,
strong cultural connections with Paris, secret
districts, literary bars and cabarets; the tour takes
you to some of Picasso’s studios as well as old
bars and shops of the time. This tour could finish
with an amazing visit to the Picasso Museum.

tours & guided visits

Barcelona from the heights
Discover a new city
Explore Barcelona from up high to enjoy its impressive views. A unique chance to see the
city from the heights moving around monument´s terraces, balconies and panoramic
points, overlooking the city streets and buildings. A whole new experience you will not
easily forget!

tours & guided visits

Century Old Shops Tour

This itinerary visits the interior of century-old shops still alive. A
legacy that is part of the sentimental geography of the city. In
neo-classical, modernist or traditional style; the shops and their
secrets are shown by their owners. Some of the shops are El Rei
de la Màgia, El Indio, Cereria Subirà and El Cafè de l’Òpera.

tours & guided visits

Sporting Barcelona

tours & guided visits

Cathedral of the Sea
Discover the settings of this exciting novel,
locations that after almost 700 years we can still
admire. A unique opportunity to live again the
stories of its characters and know more about
one of the most emblematic monuments of
Barcelona, Santa Maria del Mar, whilst
admiring the Born quarter.
“From the top of Collserola Mountain, in the old Roman way that

connected the northern city Ampurias with the southern city of Tarragona,
Bernat discovered for the first time the freedom and the immensity of the
sea! He had never imagined something that had no end…” Idelfonso
Falcones
14th Century: the city of Barcelona was a prosperous city and

had grown

towards the shore. The humble new district of fishermen

decided to build, with their own money and efforts, the greatest temple

ever to have existed: Santa Maria of the Sea.The young Arnau works as a
dock worker, soldier and money changer. However, his life, always under
the protection of the Cathedral dedicated to the Sea, will be altered when
he changes his misery for nobility and wealth.

tours & guided visits

Contemporary
Architecture Tour
Barcelona

Barcelona has lots of faces: Apart from the Gothic
quarter and the Modernist one, there is a
contemporary city that looks to the future, another
Barcelona where the most renowned architects all
over the world have been challenged to build their
buildings.
This tour is conceived to get to know the recent
heritage of both 20th and 21st centuries

Mies van der Rohe Pavillion

Montjuïc

& The olympic Games 1992

Miró Foundation
World Trade Center
Olympic Village

Glorias Square

Agbar Tower
Diagonal Mar
International Convention
Centre of Barcelona

Hotel W.

tours & guided visits

The Elegant Catalan
Modernism

Walking tour based in Passeig de Gràcia,
w here you will admi re the most
representative modernist façades such
as the Casa Milà or Casa Batlló.
After admiring the façades of Catalan
Modernism, you will go deep into its
interior visiting the MMCAT, the new
Museum of Catalan Modernism. In this
charming museum you will find original
pieces of furniture of the Catalan
Modernist flats, decoration, paints and
sculpture.
ICONO offers you the chance to visit the
interior of one of the Gaudí’s house: the
Casa Batlló. A key feature in the
architecture of modernist Modernisme.
The "Manzana de la Discordia", or Block
of Discord, is a series of buildings built by
the most renowned architects, amongst
which is this house.

tours & guided visits

BARCELONA

An original tour that combines culture and
gastronomy. Visit the most famous places and the
best tapas bars in the charming Born and Gothic
quarters.
Our Tapas Tour is a tasty way to understand the local
gastronomy and culture. If you are a foodie this is
your tour!

tours & guided visits

The Ghost
What do the streets of
Barcelona hide when night
falls? Which stories marked
our ancestor’s lives forever?
Let yourself become
absorbed by the paranormal
mysteries of Barcelona with
the explanations of an
experienced guide.

Walking Tour

The Ghost Walking Tour is a night visit based on
the book “Fantasmes de Barcelona” written by
Sylvia Lagarda-Mata. The tour tells the
mysterious and hair-raising stories of Exorcisms,
witchcrafts, bewitched convents and records
of phantom apparitions that invade the streets
of Barcelona. Participants will have the chance
to discover those baffling phenomena in a
funny and entertaining way.

.

Do you dare?

offers…

tours & guided visits
dramatized tours
workshops
treasure hunt
special events
other activities

dramatized tours

dramatized tours

Following the steps
Of a Genius:

Gaudí
“The most brilliant architect,
inexhaustible creator, always
unpublished, and always rational, but
in his own world”

Jump into Gaudi´s universe!
This tour will lead you to Gaudi´s most
emblematic buildings (Passeig de Gràcia; Casa
Milá, Casa Batlló). On the way you will come
across with some famous characters of those
days, that will reveal you some secrets of this
genius architect. Discover the truth of his
creations from first-hand!

offers…

tours & guided visits
dramatized tours
workshops
treasure hunt

special events
other activities

workshops

PICASSO

This is an interactive group
activity created to
encourage meaningful
communication and
cooperation among
participants while learning
about the collage technique
used by Picasso.

workshops

Mosaic Workshops: technic of
This teambuilding activity offers you the
opportunity to learn more about the work of
Gaudi, and the technique that defines his works
in particular to experiment with : “the trencadís”.

¿Would you like to be
Gaudí for a few hours
and create an original
piece of art?

Following his footsteps, the participants will test
their ability to innovate, manage resources, etc.
and to develop synergies with the rest of the
team. Let your imagination flows and create a
personalized art work all by yourself!

workshops

Gastronomic
Workshop

Looking for a fun and unique way to learn about the
Spanish cuisine? Discover the secrets of the traditional
dishes guided by a professional chef.
With this worshop you will get to understand how

gastronomy shapes Spanish culture. Cook with fresh
local products from
La Boquería market, taste traditional recipes such as:
spanish omelette, gazpacho, paella or crema
catalana.

Feed your love of food with this unique culinary
experience!

offers…

tours & guided visits
dramatized tours
workshops

treasures hunts
Special events
Other activities

Treasure
Hunts
nuevo
/ gimcana

Treasure hunts

Discovering

Gaudí
Do you want to become an
expert in Gaudí and
Modernism?
Learn about Gaudí's designs and
secrets with this activity that combines
challenges, games and culture. One of
the best formulas to share with your
team and discover the work of leading
artists of Modernism.
We will reveal some of the secrets that
these magnificent buildings hide, based
on different challenges and tests

treasures hunts

A unique activity to
discover Barcelona from
every possible angle!

Discover the panorama
of Barcelona from the
sea

Pedal in the hidden
streets of the Gothic
Quarter and
Fly over the city to see the view
as the crow flies

treasures hunts

At nearly 200 meters over sea level and bordering
Barcelona city you can find the Montjuïc mountain, a spot
gathering history, heritage, sport and nature. Taking part
in these team building activity you will discover each one
of these 4 aspects of it!

We will find sport challenges at the
´92 Olympic Games facilities, take
a walk around the Joan Brossa
gardens to discover its hidden spots
and floral richness, and discover
the artistic heritage preserved at
the different museums at Montjuïc:
ancient art at the MAC or modern
artists like Joan Miro Foundation,
without missing the Romanesque
and Gothic collections at the
MNAC.
And don´t forget it is one of
the best viewpoints of
Barcelona!

This might be an all-walking activity
or using the different means of
tra nsp o r t a v a i la b l e, li k e the
funicular or electric bike.
The best option for big groups who
are not afraid of hiking and sport!

treasures hunts

Challenges, emblematic and
design shops …

Let your
creativity and
style out!

An exciting team building activity designed for
those who want to discover the city in a innovative
way.
A exclusive proposal that combines culture, design
and creativity.

treasures hunts

This game is designed to challenge the
participants’ culinary skills.
Each member will be asked to perform

different tests to develop their sense of
taste and smell and their abilities to cook
all in a light-hearted way.

¡A sweet
and salty
treasure hunt!

treasures hunts

A themed activity
based on the 4
elements: water, fire,
earth, air. !

The 4 elements challenge
Enjoy the city´s beaches while discovering the origin
and the stories of the fishing district of Barcelona. A
fresh an unique proposal that will not disappoint you!

treasures hunts

A treasure hunt designed to explore
Barcelona in a genuine w ay!
Chal l enges, embl emati c and
hidden spots…
An extremely useful options to foster
f e llo wsh ip while d isc o v e ri ng
Barcelona´s landmarks (Boqueria
market, Ramblas or Gothic quarter).

treasures hunts

Have you ever wondered why Barcelona is a

city full of dragons, which is their true story? Do
they have any hidden intention? Is Barcelona
in danger? Will Saint George’s legend happen

again?
Participants will have to solve all these
enigmas.

This is a walking gymkhana that challenges
our participants’ curiosity! Team member´s
will have to solve different enigmas to find

out where are located the 10 dragons loose
in the city!

…The 10 Dragons enigma !

treasures hunts

Treasure Hunt in

Sitges
An intense and exciting team
building activity in a exceptional
setting! Explore Sitges culture and
traditions together with your
colleagues. The challenges of this
fantastic hunt will consist on
cultural and simple physical
actions.

offers…

tours & guided visits
dramatized tours
workshops
treasure hunts
special events
other activities

other activities

Enjoy the sunrise from an exceptional observatory with the
possibility of taking lovely pictures of the ancient city of
Barcelona from a fascinating scenery. Afterwards, you will
go down the opposite lush hillside towards Vallvidrera
reservoir where breakfast can be arranged.
While hiking Tibidabo´s hill (altitude of 512 m) you will walk
along some of the most emblematic natural fountains of
the area. Back to Vallvidrera you will enjoy once again of
some amazing views of the city just before getting to the
end of this privileged and spectacluar walk.

*The route can be done at any time of the day

Good Morning

other activities

Panoramic
Barcelona-

Nordic
Walking

Panoramic Barcelona – Nordic Walking has
followers all around the world; improve your
physical condition with an itinerary through
the countryside. Discover Barcelona from
another viewpoint, enjoy its natural landscape
and forest guided by an experienced local
guide!

Some of the locations: plaza Mireia, Mirador
dels Xipresos, Sant Pere Martir, Turó d’en Cors
and carretera de las aguas.
•Duration: 3 hours

other activities

BARCELONA

Discover the city
on two wheels! A
tailor made tour
designed to
explore the city
from another
perspective!

There is no better way to experience Barcelona than
by bike!

Some locations of the tours are: the Gothic Quarter,
sea front, Poble Nou, Olympic Port, Born quarter,
Sagrada Familia and Ciudatella Park…

A team of enthusiastic
professionals at your service.

Since 5 years ago, at ICONO we have our own
team specialised in community managing

www.iconoserveis.com

